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Abstract
The need to increase measurements accuracy of fuel consumption and pollu-
tants emissions in vehicles is forcing the market to develop chassis-dyno test
cells that reproduce on-road conditions realistically.
Air-cooling is key to vehicle performance. It is therefore critical that the
design of a test cell guarantees realistic cooling of all vehicle components,
as important errors in fuel consumption and emissions measurements may
otherwise arise. In a test-room, a blower placed in front of the vehicle supplies
the cooling air. While there are some guidelines in the literature for the
selection of fans required for emissions measurements at standard driving
cycles, the information for designing the air supply system for specific tests
in other areas is scarce.
New Real Driving Emissions (RDE) legislation will force manufacturers
to perform on-road measurements of pollutants. This represents a significant
challenge due to the variability of conditions coming from non-controlled
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parameters. In order to optimize vehicles, different tests are performed in
cells equipped with a chassis-dyno where the on-road flow field around the
vehicle is reproduced as closely as possible.
This work provides some guidelines for the definition of the airflow supply
system of chassis-dyno facilities for vehicle optimization tests, based on a
CFD analysis of the flow characteristics around the vehicle. By comparison
with the solution obtained for a vehicle in real road driving conditions, the
exit section of the blower and the distance between the blower exit and the
car that best reproduce realistic on-road flow conditions in a test room are
determined.
Keywords: Friction vehicle testing, RDE testing, Wind blower, Chassis
dyno, On-road fluid field
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1. Introduction1
Pollutant emissions, fuel consumption and vehicle performance are im-2
portant issues for the market of automotive vehicles (Johnson, 2009). In the3
next decade, the development of vehicles will face new challenges. The leg-4
islation will focus on both the reduction of CO2 emissions and the control of5
in-use pollutants (Duarte et al., 2016). This horizon will force manufacturers6
to developments based on an integral powertrain approach.7
In a short-term scenario, the emission regulations will be changing from8
the current WLTP to a RDE testing (Tutuianu et al., 2015). These changes9
in the regulation (UNECE, 2014, 2015) will imply further efforts from the10
vehicle manufacturers to ensure that the testing conditions are as close to11
reality as possible.12
In fact, new oncoming legislation will implement RDE testing using Portable13
Emissions Measurement Systems (PEMS) to measure pollutants while driv-14
ing the vehicle on the roads (Frey et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2010; Wyatt et al.,15
2014). This poses a significant challenge for vehicle calibration, since many16
variables such as traffic or ambient temperature cannot be controlled. In17
order to overcome these difficulties, most manufacturers are using road tests18
to collect data, and chassis-dyno test cells to replicate RDE conditions and19
calibrate the vehicle.20
Testing the vehicle in a chassis-dyno test cell allows having the vehicle21
under controlled stationary conditions similar to on-road configuration. This22
ensures the repeatability and comparability of measurements. However, it23
is also an artificial way of measuring emissions, and the results may differ24
from the actual on-road emissions (Gis et al., 2011; Pathak et al., 2016),25
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because several factors that influence emissions (e.g., road gradient, hard26
accelerations, use of air conditioning and traffic or weather conditions) are27
eliminated (Mock et al., 2013). Hence, it is important to reproduce as real-28
istically as possible in the dyno test cell the air flow field in and around the29
vehicle, since it affects cooling of the different car parts and therefore also30
the emissions, as is justified in the following.31
During the on-road operation of vehicles, the external air interacts with32
the vehicle. Depending on the velocity of the car, this interaction may influ-33
ence more or less significantly its performance and in consequence, it must34
be considered as a relevant factor in vehicle design. Indeed, the air exerts a35
drag force on the body of the vehicle, which affects its aerodynamic perfor-36
mance, and is simulated later on as a drag force on the roller. In addition, it37
also acts as a cooling fluid for many parts of the vehicle (Jama et al., 2004,38
Shome et al., 2006), and this affects its mechanical efficiency. Hence, the air39
interaction with the vehicle has a great impact on the global efficiency of the40
vehicle under certain conditions.41
Indeed, the air flow through the under-hood of the vehicle is crucial for42
engine cooling (Britcher and Stephenson, 2005) and for the intake of the air43
for combustion (Torregrosa et al., 2006, Khaled et al., 2011). It also con-44
tributes to cool down the exhaust line (Fernández-Yáñez et al., 2016) with45
the consequent impact on the performance of the after treatment devices.46
In vehicles with high braking-power requirements, the air flow towards the47
front of the vehicle is also conveyed towards the brake caliper in order to dis-48
sipate the heat generated during braking. The cabin temperature is strongly49
affected by the air flow around the vehicle, mainly due to the heat transfer50
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across the windscreen and windows (Sanaye and Dehghandokht, 2011). The51
speed of the air relative to the vehicle has opposing effects on this tempera-52
ture since it affects simultaneously the effectiveness of the condenser of the53
air conditioning system -impacting, therefore, on the system efficiency- and54
the vehicle conductance, which due to the convection contribution increases55
in proportion to the vehicle speed. In addition, the air flow around the car56
tires not only generates aerodynamic drag; it has also a great influence on57
the tire temperature, and has therefore an impact on the rolling resistance.58
Chassis dynamometers are widely used in automotive industry tests to59
evaluate different issues related with the performance of the propulsive sys-60
tem. In set-ups for RDE tests, in which the pollutant emissions of the vehicle61
are characterized, it is crucial to reproduce the real-life operation conditions62
of the vehicle at speeds up to 160 km/h. While in friction tests, in which63
the mechanical efficiency of the complete power-train is evaluated, the target64
speed increases to 200 km/h. Evidently, due to the impact of the air-vehicle65
interaction to performance of the vehicle, both type of tests are linked by66
the fuel consumption and in consequence by CO2 and the other pollutants.67
The development of these set-ups require new testing facilities equipped with68
state-of-the-art components well-suited for the reproduction of the real-life69
vehicle operation.70
Since the air interaction with all the parts of the vehicle mentioned above71
must be realistically reproduced, a major challenge when designing this type72
of bench is associated with the definition and design of the wind blower. Both73
the fan size and the geometrical characteristics of the nozzle (shape, length,74
outlet section, etc.) are critical to ensure that the behaviour of the simulated75
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wind is similar to that of on-road operation. In addition, the design of the76
system will be also determined by the space available in the test room, which77
affects the relative location of the blower with respect to the vehicle.78
In this work, a CFD methodology is used to determine the relevance of79
certain design parameters, such as nozzle exit section and distance to the car80
front, for a realistic simulation of on-road conditions in a facility equipped81
with a chassis dynamometer for RDE and friction vehicle testing.82
The proposed methodology is divided in two phases. Initially, a simplified83
domain is considered with only the front of the car and the blower taken into84
account. The objective is to determine the flow field characteristics around85
the car in function of the distance between blower exit and the front of car,86
and taking into account variations of the blower exit section. In the second87
phase, the results are compared with the solution obtained for a calculation88
of the car in real road conditions. The aim of this comparison is to define the89
configuration that will best reproduce on-road conditions. Results show that90
the proposed simplified approach is suitable enough for reproducing the flow91
pattern around the car that allows testing vehicles at the conditions that are92
expected during on-road driving.93
The paper is structured as follows. First, the computational domains94
and the CFD set-ups used for the flow simulations are presented. Then, the95
on-road calculation results are analysed, as they will serve as reference for96
the simplified domain calculations. In section 4, the simplified wind-blower97
calculations performed with varying nozzle exit section and varying distance98
to the car front are compared with the on-road results and some conclusions99
are drawn from the analysis. Finally, the main conclusions are summarized100
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in section 6.101
2. Computational domain and CFD set-up102
The car manufacturers try to simulate on-road conditions by testing the103
car in closed rooms equipped with blowers to generate the wind and rollers for104
the wheels motion. However, it is important that real on-road conditions are105
adequately simulated in the test room, and, in particular, the blower has to106
be designed accordingly. In this, Computational Fluid Dynamics simulation107
is an ideal tool to help design all details of the test room, and it has the108
advantage of providing all relevant information. The modelling results of the109
room tests may be easily compared with real on-road simulations, and the110
test room design can be adjusted accordingly. In this paper, CFD is used to111
assess the influence of the wind blower exit section and its distance to the112
car front on the behavior of the flow around the car, by comparing various113
configurations with car on-road simulations.114
This section presents the computational domains and the CFD set-up115
used in the flow calculations of the car studied in real on-road conditions116
and in the test room with different wind blower configurations. The on-road117
conditions serve to validate the design of the blower.118
The vehicle studied is based on a simplified model of a generic car body-119
work that includes the most significant details of the car shape required for120
the present simulation. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the car considered.121
Two types of calculations have been carried out:122
1. Air flow around a car on the road.123
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2. Air flow around a car placed in a test-cell equipped with a fan blowing124
air through a duct to simulate the on-road front wind.125
2.1. Computational domain for the on-road scenario126
The simulation of a car in real road conditions requires the use of an127
extended domain to ensure that the flow is undisturbed far upstream and far128
downstream of the car, as would be the case in real conditions. Since it is129
necessary to have a fairly fine mesh around the car body to solve adequately130
the boundary layer, but also in the wake area, mesh quality criteria impose131
a very large number of cells.132
In Figure 2 the mesh generated to simulate the flow around the car in133
real road conditions is presented: its size defined in car lengths is 21 down-134
stream, 10 upstream and 4 in height. A cut-cell Cartesian approach (Ingram135
et al.,2003) has been used in this case, due to the benefits this type of mesh136
generation offers. Indeed, it allows to accurately body-fit the complex geom-137
etry of the car, while maintaining a good mesh quality with adequate fine138
resolution at the walls In this case, the cell size ranges from a minimum of139
0.004 m to a maximum of 0.500 m in the computational domain representing140
the on-road calculation, with a total of 3.0E+06 cells.141
A velocity inlet boundary condition of 55,55 m/s (200 km/h) is imposed142
upstream of the car in order to reproduce the relative axial wind, while143
pressure atmospheric conditions are set at the downstream, upper and outer144
side surrounding boundaries. In order to reduce the number of cells of the145
mesh, only one half of the car domain is calculated, considering the symmetry146
plane along the car length. Naturally, in this case the wind can have no yaw147
angle, but the flow in a test room is generally considered in the axial direction148
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of the car only. Finally, the road (wall boundary condition) is simulated as a149
slip-wall boundary with a relative velocity equal to the car velocity in order150
to reproduce the relative motion between the road and the vehicle, which151
is important to take into account road boundary layer interference with the152
wheels.153
2.2. Computational domain for the test cell equipped with a wind blower154
The purpose of this test cell calculation is to reproduce the experimental155
conditions in which the car is tested. Experimentally, the car is placed in a156
test room fully equipped with a fan blowing air through a duct that simulates157
the front flow. However, the main focus of this paper is to study the influence158
of the upstream flow on the front of the car, mainly for cooling purposes, and159
the capability to reproduce the frontal air flow arriving over the car in a real160
on-road test. Hence, the problem in CFD has been simplified by reducing161
the computational domain to the blower and the upstream part of the test162
room including the front part of the car (see Figure 3).163
The dimensions of the sub-domain corresponding to the test cell are 8 m164
width x 5 m length x 3 m height. As for the on-road simulations, the meshing165
procedure used was the cut-cell Cartesian approach, with the different cell166
sizes ranging from a minimum of 0.004 m to a maximum of 0.125 m, and a167
total of 1.5E+06 cells. In order to ensure the accuracy of the selected special168
discretization, a mesh independence study has been carried out for one of169
the wind blower test cases taken into account in this study (H1100-D300, see170
Table 1). Minimum cell size has been decreased to 0.002 m and 0.001 m, and171
number of cells of the refined mesh are 8.5E+06 and 14.0E+06 respectively.172
Figure 4 shows the pressure profile along a line located in the symmetry173
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plane of the car surface (as shows the sketch in the figure). It is clear that174
no significant differences of pressure field can be found around the car for175
different meshes, therefore the coarser mesh has been used for the study in176
order to optimize computational resources.177
At the inlet boundary represented by the cylindrical output surface of178
the blower rotor, a total pressure boundary condition is imposed, adjusted in179
order to provide an average velocity of 200 km/h at the outlet of the nozzle180
for every nozzle configuration. A symmetry plane has also been considered181
for the whole domain in order to reduce the number of cells. Finally, the182
downstream and outer surrounding boundaries have been defined as pressure183
outlet at atmospheric conditions.184
Different blower configurations have been modeled in order to perform185
parametric studies, such as the influence of the blower outlet surface and the186
distance of this outlet to the car front.187
2.3. CFD set-up188
For this study, the flow was considered steady, incompressible and tur-189
bulent. The finite volume commercial program ANSYS-Fluent 15 based on190
the pressure based approach was used for the CFD simulations. A seg-191
regated solution algorithm and an implicit formulation with a first-order192
spatial discretization scheme were chosen to solve numerically the algebraic193
Navier-Stokes equations. The coupling between the momentum and continu-194
ity equations was achieved with the SIMPLE algorithm. The RANS Spalart-195
Allmaras (S-A) turbulence model (Spalart et al., 1992) was used for closure.196
S-A model is known to provide accurate results on external flows with mild197
separation (Spalart, 2000) with reduced computational cost. Similar stud-198
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ies on vehicular aerodynamics have been successfully performed with RANS199
calculations for drag analysis and aeroacoustics (Nebenfuhr, 2010; Chauchan200
et al., 2012) for both simplified or real bodyworks. Finally, convergence to201
steady-state and stability were monitored by checking the equations residu-202
als, and by controlling the evolution towards steady state of the significant203
variables (pressure, velocity, turbulence) at different monitor locations of the204
computational domain.205
3. Results of on-road calculations206
3.1. Analysis of the flow around the car207
As the wind blower simulation tests should be representative of the on-208
road flow around the car, the flow pattern obtained from the on-road calcu-209
lation is the reference to which other calculations will be compared. Hence,210
it is interesting to look at the important features of the flow around the car211
in on-road conditions. Figure 5 represents the velocity field around the car.212
As may be observed, there are clearly zones where the flow has very low213
velocity. Indeed, as expected, there is a stagnation zone of near zero velocity214
at the front of the car (see zoom of car front).215
From the stagnation point located at about half height of the car front, the216
flow separates, one part flowing over the bonnet, the rest underneath the car.217
Looking more closely at Figure 5, there are two additional zones where the218
flow has almost zero velocity. First, under the car, where the flow coming219
from the front turns to reach underneath; as it cannot adapt fast enough220
to the sharp turn around the car geometry, the streamlines are projected221
towards the floor, leaving a small recirculation zone just underneath the car222
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bottom. The other zone is the stagnation area due to the direction change223
between the bonnet and the windshield. After the initial acceleration from224
the front over the bonnet, the flow encounters the windshield and a very small225
recirculation area is generated just at the bottom of it, before accelerating226
again. Since the windshield connects smoothly with the roof, there is no flow227
separation in that area.228
3.2. Car surface pressure analysis229
The previous analysis gives an indication of the airflow around the vehicle.230
However, when it comes to vehicle tests, it is most important to reproduce231
adequately the pressure distribution on the surface itself, as this is a deter-232
minant factor for the car performance.233
Figure 6 shows the pressure distribution on the upper surface and at234
the bottom of the vehicle. The pressure at the front of the car is close to235
stagnation values, as expected, since the upstream flow hits the car front and236
is stopped in the middle (see Figure 6).237
As the air accelerates over the hood, pressure decreases gradually. It then238
increases at the jointure between bonnet and windshield, where naturally the239
front flow is again stopped, before accelerating again to pass over the roof.240
The bottom surface shows how the flow slightly decelerates from front to241
back, with high pressure seen at the front of each wheel, as expected.242
4. Results of wind blower test cell calculations243
The main objective here is to study the ability of the wind blower tests to244
reproduce adequately the on-road cooling conditions for different zones of the245
car (see Figure 7). For this, as indicated in section 2, a parametric study has246
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been performed, by varying on the one hand the height of the wind blower247
exit section (see Figure 8) and on the other hand, the distance between the248
car front and the wind blower exit. In order to simplify the study, the width249
of the blower exit and its height from the floor have been fixed. With the250
aim to cover a wide range of vehicles width, the width of the blower exit in251
this study is 1,4 m. In contrast to the 200 mm indicated by Regulation 83252
UNECE, the height of the blower exit considered here was 20 mm in order253
to best reproduce the airflow underneath the vehicle. Table 1 summarizes254
the cases presented.255
The results of these calculations are presented in terms of car surface256
pressure contours in Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11.257
Figure 9 shows clearly that both height of the blower exit and distance258
to the car front influence significantly the pressure distribution over the car259
front surface. In particular, in comparison with the on-road calculation pre-260
sented in Figure 6, the pressure at the front of the car and in front of the261
wheels is over-estimated by about double in the cases when the car front is262
at the smallest distance (300 mm), more so for the smallest section height263
of the blower exit (700 mm). This means that the cooling conditions for the264
under-hood (zone 1 of Figure 7) and brakes (zone 2 of Figure 7) of the car265
are not adequately represented if the car is too close to the blower exit. How-266
ever, all four configurations yield very similar results for the pressure on the267
hood and windshield, and similar to the on-road conditions (zone 4 of Figure268
7). Looking at the front of the car, the best representation of the on-road269
conditions is therefore given by the case H1100-D1000, while H700-D1000270
also gives pretty good results.271
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Figure 10 shows the pressure contours on the car side. It is worth noting272
that the pressure distribution is fairly uniform along the side of the car ac-273
cording to the on-road calculation (see Figure 6). All test-cell configurations274
yield indeed a quasi-uniform distribution also, especially the two cases cor-275
responding to the blower exit of height 700 mm. However, none of the cases276
reproduces exactly the on-road conditions, especially towards the front and277
in the windshield area. This is probably not very important, considering the278
uniformity of the pressure and the fact that only the side entrance cooling279
would be affected (zone 4 of Figure 7). From the point of view of the air280
flow on tires (zone 5 of Figure 7), it is the case H1100-D1000 which best re-281
produces on-road conditions, even though there are no great differences with282
the other configurations.283
Figure 11 presents the pressure distribution underneath the car. Although284
there are some differences in the pressure distribution of the different wind285
blower configurations, they are of the order of 1000 Pa and therefore not very286
significant. Clearly, none of the configurations show the higher uniformity of287
the on-road bottom pressure distribution (Figure 6). This may be explained288
by the fact that in the wind blower cases, the floor boundary conditions do not289
take into account the wheels motion. Indeed, for the on-road simulation the290
road is moving relative to the vehicle in the same direction as the air, whereas291
in the blower simulation the road has zero velocity. Basically, in order to292
obtain a better prediction for zone 3 in Figure 7, the relative movement of293
the wheels on the floor should be considered also in the CFD wind blower294
calculations.295
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5. Quantitative comparison between wind blower and on-road re-296
sults297
Figure 12 and Figure 13 present the quantitative comparison of each298
wind blower calculation with respect to the on-road calculation, in terms of299
pressure difference, i.e. ∆p = pblower − pon−road.300
As seen by the scale, these images confirm the observations made in301
section 4. Indeed, the highest difference in pressure with respect to on-302
road calculations corresponds to the cases when the car front is at 300 mm303
of the nozzle exit. Moreover, the maximum difference, which is of the order304
of 2500 Pa, appears in front of the car and in front of the wheels for the case305
H700-D300. Clearly, the two D300 cases over-predict the frontal pressure306
and represent therefore a poor prediction of the on-road cooling for zones 1307
(under-hood), 2 (brakes) and 5 (tires). For the hood and windshield areas,308
the prediction is much better in all cases. For the cases H1100-D1000 and309
H700-D1000 the pressure difference with respect to the on-road calculation is310
practically zero almost everywhere over the frontal surface, with a maximum311
difference of about 500 Pa on the hood and windshield.312
According to Figure 13, all wind-blower configurations yield very similar313
results, with the worst prediction given again by case H700-D300, especially314
ahead of the wheels. In all cases, the maximum difference (about 2500 Pa)315
is in the area of the windshield lateral. At wheel level (zone 5), the pressure316
difference with respect to the on-road result is of the order 1500 Pa. It is not317
clear which configuration yields the best results in this case.318
Figure 14 summarizes the results presented above in a quantitative mode,319
by showing the pressure difference between each of the cases described above320
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and the on-road case along the symmetry line and a horizontal side line along321
the bodywork. The zero axis corresponds to a zero pressure difference with322
the on-road results. Along the symmetry line (Figure 14a), the peaks corre-323
spond to the changes in flow direction: front to hood, hood to windshield,324
and windshield to roof. The graphic confirms that the worst test cell config-325
urations correspond to the cases when the car is closest to the blower exit326
(D=300 mm). Indeed, especially at the front surface of the car, these test327
cell calculations predict an over-pressure of up to 2500 Pa with respect to328
on-road conditions, and up to 1000 Pa in the area of the windshield. Curi-329
ously, the trend is inverted when looking at the roof pressure. Both cases330
H700-D1000 and H1100-D1000 yield a very similar pressure distribution to331
that of the on-road calculation, especially along the hood and windshield, so332
that the airflow for zones 4 (Figure 7) is well represented if the car is at a333
distance of 1000 mm from the blower exit. At the car front, the maximum334
pressure difference for these cases is about 200 Pa, which means that zones335
1 and 2 (Figure 7) are also well represented.336
When looking at the pressure difference along the side line (Figure 14b),337
clearly, the best representation for on-road flow conditions along the lateral338
of the car is obtained with the cases H=1100 mm, i.e. for the largest blower339
exit section. Ahead of the wheel, the maximum pressure difference is about340
400 Pa, in the wheel area, 500 Pa, and even less behind the wheel (about341
200 Pa). When the blower exit section is smaller (H=700 mm), results are342
less accurate, with about 700 Pa pressure difference ahead of the wheel.343
This means that the wind blower exit has to be high enough to represent344
adequately the airflow around the car in zones 2 (brakes cooling) and 5345
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(tires) of Figure 7.346
The important issue is to conclude which is the configuration which best347
reproduces the on-road conditions. To this purpose, the velocity fields around348
the car obtained with the four wind blower test cell configurations cases are349
compared to that of the on-road simulation (Figure 15).350
The case of the largest exit section and largest distance (case H1100-351
D1000) is similar in the important features. It reproduces properly the stag-352
nation area at the front of the car, as well as the zone of moderately high353
velocities over the hood. It also shows a similar deceleration in the area of354
the hood-windshield junction, and a new acceleration to get over the car roof.355
Since the flow disturbance extends further out in this case than in the other356
ones, it is more similar to on-road far-field conditions.357
Figure 16 is a view of a plane 200 mm in front of the car in terms of358
velocity difference between wind blower and on-road calculations. It shows359
that the distance between car front and blower exit is a more influential360
parameter than the exit area of the nozzle. Indeed, with a distance of 300361
mm the velocity is clearly over-predicted by in between 18 m/s at the center362
and 50-60 m/s on the sides, independently of the blower exit height. At 1000363
mm distance however, the zones where the flow velocity is over-predicted are364
smaller and limited to side areas where the flow does not impinge directly on365
the car for both exit heights.366
On the other hand, comparing the cases with different blower exit heights367
at the same blower exit-car distance, it is clear that the zones of velocity368
over-prediction are similar, though slightly more extended for the smallest369
height (H700 mm). It confirms that the on-road flow ahead of the car is best370
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represented by case H1100-D1000, as already observed above.371
6. Conclusions372
A CFD study has been performed to help design the wind blower con-373
figuration of a test cell used to simulate the air flow around a vehicle in374
on-road conditions. For this, four different wind blower configurations have375
been studied, whereby the height of the blower duct exit has been varied, as376
well as the distance between car front and blower exit. The resulting flow377
patterns of all four calculations have then been compared to the calculated378
flow field around the vehicle in on-road conditions.379
The analysis of the results has been focused on determining how well any380
of the wind blower configurations might represent the real on-road conditions381
from the point of view of the cooling of the different parts of the car. The382
main conclusions are summarized in Table 2.383
Most of the blower configuration results show higher or equal air speed/pressure384
over the vehicle compared to the on road scenario. Since the cooling of the385
car parts is related to the velocity/pressure distribution, this means that the386
there is an over-prediction of the cooling conditions with the blower config-387
uration. As has been noted above in this document, the effective cooling388
over specific parts of the vehicle can affect pollutant emissions. Hence, it389
is important to achieve the least difference in air speed/pressure (and thus390
cooling) between blower and on-road configurations.391
The results in Table 2 allow concluding that the outlet area of the blower392
and the distance between the blower and the car both have a significant393
influence on the flow around the vehicle. However, the results show that the394
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distance at which the outlet of the nozzle is located has a greater impact on395
the flow around the vehicle than the section of the nozzle. Indeed, the blower396
with a nozzle of 1400 x 1100 mm located at the largest distance from the397
vehicle (1000 mm) yields the most accurate representation of the flow around398
the whole vehicle. However, reducing the height of the blower section means399
that the simulation is slightly less accurate, but still within acceptable levels.400
Given the results of the present work, in order to reproduce RDE tests,401
the ideal dimensions for blowers of chassis dynamometer facilities should be402
1400 x 1100 mm, provided it is located at a sufficient distance from the403
car. If higher air speeds are needed, the nozzle section could be reduced to404
1400x700 mm in order not to increase the flow rate too much and still obtain405
reasonable results.406
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Figures captions502
Fig. 1 CAD car model bodywork.503
Fig. 2 Mesh around the vehicle for on-road calculations.504
Fig. 3 Mesh around the vehicle and blower for test cell calculations.505
Fig. 4 Pressure along front/top symmetry line. Mesh independence study.506
Fig. 5 Velocity field around the vehicle in the symmetry plane (bottom), and507
zoom around the front on the road scenario.508
Fig. 6 On-road calculations results: pressure distribution over car. (a) Front509
View, (b) Side View, (c) Bottom View.510
Fig. 7 Identification of the zones of interest in the dynamo test cells.511
Fig. 8 Dimensions of the blower outlet sections.512
Fig. 9 Wind blower test cell results: Front view of car surface pressure513
distribution.514
Fig. 10 Wind blower test cell results: Side view of car surface pressure515
distribution.516
Fig. 11 Wind blower test cell results: Bottom view of car surface pressure517
distribution.518
Fig. 12 Pressure difference on car front bodywork between wind blower (test519
cell) and on-road result.520
Fig. 13 Pressure difference on car side bodywork between wind blower (test521
24
cell) and on-road result.522
Fig. 14 ∆p = pblower − pon−road calculated values for the studied wind blower523
configurations. Front/Top Symmetry Line (top) and Side Line at 0.50 m524
height(bottom).525
Fig. 15 Velocity field contours on the vehicle in the symmetry plane.526
Fig. 16 Velocity difference (wind blower-on-road) on plane located at 200mm527




Table 1: Cases considered in the study.









Table 2: Summary of comparison between wind blower calculations and on-road case.
Zone of the car
H1100-D300 H1100-D1000 H700-D300 H700-D1000
(see Figure 7)
1. Under hood air ducting Good Very good Over speed Good








Air intake Good Very good Over speed Good
Tires and brakes Overcooled Good Overcooled Good
2. Brakes cooling Overcooled Good Overcooled Good















Figure 1: CAD car model bodywork.




Figure 3: Mesh around the vehicle and blower for test cell calculations.






























Min cell size 4mm, 1.5E06 cells
Min cell size 2mm, 8.5E06 cells
Min cell size 1mm, 14E06 cells




Figure 5: Velocity field around the vehicle in the symmetry plane (bottom), and zoom




(a) Front view (b) Side view (c) Bottom view
Figure 6: On-road calculations results: pressure distribution over car. (a) Front View, (b)
Side View, (c) Bottom View.
Zone 4




 • Engine cooling
 • Air intake






Air flow on tires
Figure 7: Identification of the zones of interest in the dynamo test cells.
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Blower outlet
Dim. 1400 x 1100 mm
Distance from floor 20 mm 
Blower outlet
Dim. 1400 x 700 mm
Distance from floor 20 mm 






















































































Figure 13: Pressure difference on car side bodywork between wind blower (test cell) and
on-road result.
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Figure 14: ∆p = pblower − pon−road calculated values for the studied wind blower configu-




































Figure 16: Velocity difference (wind blower-on-road) on plane located at 200mm in front
of the car.
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